From the Inside Out

The latest surfacing materials for interiors are more adventurous than ever before.

As the economy sputters along, there is a glimmer of hope. The American Society of Interior Designers (ASID) recently announced that in the first quarter of 2012, firms reported increased billings for three consecutive months, an improvement on both the prior quarter and the previous year. "This is very positive news for the building industry, and in particular, for interior design services," according to Jack Kleinhenz, ASID's economic advisor. "The ASID Billings Index has shown a solid pattern of increased activity over most of the past year, led by continued demand for remodeling projects versus new-construction spending."

The latest products for interiors reflect this optimism: manufacturers are becoming more adventurous with colors, patterns, and textures. Kohler has collaborated with the designer Jonathan Adler to launch four bright new shades that will surely bring cheer to any room. For users looking to make a more austere statement, Warp & Weft's Kaleidoscope rug, with its strong geometric shapes, might be just the thing. The surfaces, textures, and products shown here are a snapshot of the exciting material applications that designers can look forward to in the days to come.

**LACE WALLPAPER BY STEFAN HENGST**
Part of the Andaluc collection, which was inspired by the Moorish architecture of Granada, Spain, the Lace series is digitally printed on Teflon, a PVC-free wall covering with over 31 percent recycled content, or Eco Canvas, a linen-like vinyl. It comes in five colors.

www.stefanhengst.com

**KALEIDOSCOPE RUG BY Warp & WEFT**
This handmade rug, designed by Charlotte Rodiere, draws on kaleidoscopic effects. An array of semi-worsted, tip-shaved merino wool triangles adorn a cut-pile background of wool and twisted silk.

www.warmandweft.com

**KOHLER COLORS FEATURING JONATHAN ADLER**
Jonathan Adler introduced special edition colors—Greenwich Green, Piccadilly Yellow, Palermo Blue, and Annapolis Navy—for six enamelled, cast-iron sinks from Kohler.

www.us.kohler.com